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Abstract: Weather forecasting is a significant process to be solved as it discovers future atmosphere for a given location. Few clustering techniques were intended in order to group similar weather data for predicting weather conditions. However, the clustering accuracy of the existing technique was not effective when taking big dataset as input. In order to solve this limitation, a Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering (IGAEM) Model is proposed. The IGAEM Model predicts the future weather conditions with higher clustering accuracy and minimal time. In IGAEM Model; after selecting the relevant features, IGAEM Model applied Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering (IGAEMC) to accurately group the weather data into diverse clusters with lower amount of time utilization. Thus, IGAEM Model significantly increases the performance of weather forecasting as compared to existing works. The IGAEM Model conducts experimental evaluation using factors such as clustering accuracy, clustering time, and false positive rate with respect to a number of features and weather data from Atlantic hurricane database. The experimental results depict that the IGAEM Model is able to enhance the clustering accuracy and reduce the clustering time of weather prediction when compared to state-of-the-art works.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weather forecasting attains greater significance in day-to-day applications. As weather forecasting process discover conditions of atmosphere for particular location and time. Many clustering techniques are introduced in existing works for enhancing the prediction performance of weather data. But, the clustering process of the existing technique was not adequate when taking big dataset as input. Therefore, IGAEM Model is designed. The main objective of IGAEM Model is to predict the cyclone through the clustering weather data with high accuracy and minimal time.

A conjunct space cluster-based adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (CF-ANFIS) was introduced in [1] for the seasonal forecasting of tropical cyclones with higher accuracy. But, the false positive rate of clustering was not solved effectively. A K-means algorithm was applied in [2] to predict the Atlantic Tropical Cyclones. However, clustering time was very higher.

A novel technique was designed in [3] to enhance the clustering performance for weather predictions. But, the clustering accuracy was not improved. A new technique was introduced in [4] for examining temporal growth of uncertainty in the ensemble of weather forecasts from perturbed conditions.

The empirical formula of threshold distance was evaluated in [5] to classify the cyclone-cyclone interactions with or without mid-tropical depressions (TD). Cloud Computing was employed in [6] to solve the Big Data demands to enable transformation. Big geospatial data failed to include challenges during the lifecycle of data storage, access, manage, analysis, mining, and modeling.

The dynamic self-organized neural network inspired by the immune algorithm was applied in [7] for the prediction of weather data signals. However, the computational complexity of this algorithm was higher. Gaussian process regression (GPR) model was designed in [8] to obtain higher clustering accuracy for weather prediction. A novel method was presented in [9] that determine similarities among data for the seasonal forecast with the application of hierarchical clustering.

Fuzzy C-means clustering was developed in [10] for clustering numerical weather forecasts and enhancing statistical prediction performance. A survey of various techniques designed for weather prediction was analyzed in [11].

II. RELATED WORKS

Incremental K-Means Clustering was intended in [12] for forecasts weather events with minimal time. The true positive rate of weather data clustering is lower. Medium-range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) model was presented in [13] to get higher weather prediction performance for the forecast of a cloudburst. The computational complexity involved during clustering was very higher.

Self-organizing map (SOM) based cluster analysis technique was introduced in [14] for accurate typhoon rainfall forecasts. The false positive rate of clustering was not solved. A survey of diverse data mining techniques designed for weather forecast analysis in [15].
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A K-Means and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) was designed in [16] for accomplishing weather forecasting with minimal false positive rate. The clustering performance was not sufficient for effectual future weather condition prediction. A Backpropagation neural network (BPNN) was presented in [17] to predict weather changes. A data with meteorological forecasting problems were addressed by designing set of informed default encoding choices in [18]. A non-parametric Spearman correlation-based method was introduced in [19] to rank and select relevant features for exact prediction. The feature selection performance was poor.

Subspace clustering algorithm was used in [20] to choose imperative climatic predictor variables for obtaining improved prediction performance. The accuracy of feature selection was lower. The Sliding Window Algorithm was designed in [21] to predict a day’s weather conditions. The weather forecasting performance was not adequate where it does not consider feature selection process. In order to resolve the above said existing issues, IGAEM Model is proposed. The main contribution of IGAEM Model is as follows,

- To increase the performance of weather forecasting with higher accuracy and minimal time as compared to state-of-the-art works, IGAEM Model is introduced. The IGAEM Model is designed with the application of Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering (IGAEMC).
- To improve the performance of feature selection with higher accuracy during weather prediction as compared to existing works, IGAEM Model is developed.
- To achieve enhanced clustering accuracy to execute weather forecasting with minimal time complexity as compared to traditional works, IGAEMC is designed in IGAEM Model. On the contrary to existing works, gradient ascent is applied in IGAEMC to maximize the likelihood function and thereby effectively clustering weather data for accurate future weather prediction.

The rest of the paper is planned as follows; Section 2 portrays the related works. In Section 3, the proposed IGAEM Model is explained with the aid of the architecture diagram. In Section 4, Experimental settings are presented and the analysis of results is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 depicts the conclusion of the paper.

III. III. ITERATIVE GRADIENT ASCENT EXPECTED MAXIMIZATION CLUSTERING MODEL

Weather forecasting is process of predicting weather condition in the given future time. A weather forecast presents significant information about future weather. There are diverse techniques designed in existing work using clustering for performing weather forecasting. However, the clustering process of the conventional technique was not sufficient. In order to enhance the weather prediction performance through clustering, Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering (IGAEM) Model is developed. Clustering is a process of grouping similar data together. An Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering (IGAEMC) is designed in IGAEM Model in order to increase the performances of clustering with minimal time complexity for effectively performing weather forecasting processes. The IGAEMC is proposed by combining the expectation maximization clustering algorithm and Gradient Ascent method. On the contrary to existing works, Gradient Ascent method is exploited in IGAEMC with aim of increasing the clustering accuracy of data for future weather prediction. The Gradient Ascent method applied in IGAEMC discovers mean and variance between cluster center and weather data to effectively determine the maximum log-likelihood on the contrary to existing expectation maximization clustering algorithm. This helps for IGAEMC to accurately cluster the weather data into different clusters with a minimal amount of time for future event prediction.

![Figure 1 Architecture Diagram of IGAEM Model for Weather Forecasting](image)

The IGAEMC computes probabilities of cluster memberships depending on one or more probability distributions. The goal of the IGAEMC is to maximize the overall probability or likelihood of the data with help of Gradient Ascent method and thereby obtains final clusters. An IGAEMC is an iterative method which alternates among two steps, expectation ‘(E)’ and maximization ‘(M)’. The IGAEMC designed in IGAEM Model group the collection of weather information in the input dataset into a diverse number of clusters for effective prediction of future weather conditions. The clustering is performed by determining maximization expected likelihood probability between weather data. In statistics, IGAEMC is an iterative technique which measures likelihood probability between weather data with the selected features.
After that, IGAEMC applied gradient ascent that maximizes expected log likelihood between data and cluster center to attain higher clustering accuracy for weather forecasting as compared to existing works. The process of IGAEMC is repetitive until all weather data are grouped. The process involved in IGAEMC for weather data clustering is depicted in below Figure 2.

Figure 2 Processes of IGAEMC for Weather Data Clustering

Figure 2 presents the flow process of IGAEMC to enhance weather prediction performance through clustering. As depicted in figure 2, IGAEMC takes big weather dataset (i.e. Atlantic hurricane database) and selected features as input. Then, IGAEMC algorithm randomly initializes ‘m’ number of clusters and their centers. Next, IGAEMC performs expectation and maximization process with aim of grouping the weather data with lower time complexity. During Expectation process, IGAEMC measures likelihood between the cluster center and weather data. Here, Likelihood represents that probability of weather data belongs to a particular cluster. During the maximization process, IGAEMC computes maximum expected log likelihood between the cluster center and weather data with application of gradient ascent method. This supports for IGAEMC to effectively find the higher probability of weather data belongs to a particular cluster. Thus, IGAEMC significantly groups the similar weather data into a particular cluster with higher accuracy and minimal time.

Let us consider the number of weather data in the input dataset represented as \( W_{D_1}, W_{D_2}, \ldots, W_{D_m} \). The likelihood function of weather data points is estimated which represents the data belonging to a particular cluster or not. In expectation step, IGAEMC estimates log likelihood probability for each weather data in big dataset using below mathematical formulation,

\[
E \left[ \log(P(C_m | W_{D_i})) \right] = \log \left( \prod_{i=1}^{m} \frac{e^{-\frac{1}{2}
\left( - (W_{D_i} - \mu) \right)^2 \sigma^2}}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma^2} \right)
\]  

From equation (7), \( E \left[ \log(P(C_m | W_{D_i})) \right] \) refers to the expected likelihood probability of weather data \( W_{D_i} \). Here, \( C_m \) represents a cluster center and \( \mu \) denotes a mean value of cluster center whereas \( \sigma \) indicates variance among cluster center and weather data. With measured expected likelihood probability, IGAEMC identifies the weather data is belongs to a cluster member. After that, the maximization process is carried out in IGAEMC to identify maximum expected log likelihood value by using Gradient Ascent method. Gradient ascent method is a process that discovers maximum expected log likelihood probability to improve clustering performance for effective weather forecasting. With determined maximum expected log likelihood probability, IGAEMC discovers the higher probability for each weather data belongs to a particular cluster. The Gradient ascent method in IGAEMC employed below expression to evaluate maximum log likelihood probability,

\[
\gamma = \arg \max \left( \frac{\log(P(C_m | W_{D_i}))}{\prod_{i=1}^{m} \frac{e^{-\frac{1}{2}
\left( - (W_{D_i} - \mu) \right)^2 \sigma^2}}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma^2}} \right)
\]

From equation (8) and (9), \( \gamma \) represents maximum log-likelihood estimation of weather data \( W_{D_i} \) which maximize the log likelihood value measured from the expectation step. The \( \arg \max \) function assists for IGAEMC to determine a maximum likelihood probability for each weather data in input big dataset. This supports for IGAEMC to accurately group more similar weather data to a particular cluster with lower time. This process is cyclic until the entire data are clustered. The algorithmic processes of IGAEMC are presented in below.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering Algorithm

Algorithm 2 explains the step by step processes of IGAEMC to obtain enhanced clustering performance for weather forecasting. As demonstrated in the above algorithm, IGAEMC initially assigns a number of clusters and centers randomly.
Subsequently, IGAEMC estimates an expected log likelihood probability for each weather data. After that, IGAEMC utilized gradient ascent that computes maximum expected log likelihood probability to effectively group the more similar weather data in similar cluster with minimal amount of time. This process of IGAEMC continual until the entire weather data is clustered. Thus, IGAEM Model significantly enhances the data clustering accuracy for effective weather prediction when compared to state-of-the-art works.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

In order to measure the proposed performance, IGAEM Model is implemented in Java Language using big weather dataset (i.e. Atlantic hurricane database) [22]. The Atlantic hurricane database contains a tropical cyclone historical database. Further, this dataset includes of Atlantic six-hourly information about the location, maximum winds, central pressure, and size of every known tropical cyclones and subtropical cyclones. In order to enhance the clustering accuracy of future weather prediction with lower time using this Atlantic hurricane database as compared to existing works, IGAEM Model is designed.

The Atlantic hurricane database comprises 75242 instances with 22 attributes such as ID, Name, Date, Time, Event, Status, Latitude, Longitude, Maximum Wind, Minimum Pressure, Low Wind NE, Low Wind SE, Low Wind SW, Low Wind NW, Moderate Wind NE, Moderate Wind SW, Moderate Wind SE, Moderate Wind NW, High Wind NE, High Wind SE, High Wind SW, High Wind NW. For conducting experimental work, IGAEM Model considers 1000-10000 weather data from Atlantic hurricane database. The performance of IGAEM Model is estimated in terms of feature selection accuracy, clustering accuracy, clustering time and false positive rate. The experimental result of IGAEM Model is compared with existing two methods namely, CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2].

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the performance result analysis of IGAEM Model is discussed. The performance of IGAEM Model is compared against with CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] respectively. The effectiveness of IGAEM Model is evaluated along with the following metrics with the help of tables and graphs.

A. Performance Result of Clustering Accuracy

The Clustering Accuracy (CA) is determined as the ratio of number of weather data that are correctly clustered to the total number of data taken as input. The clustering accuracy is estimated in terms of percentage (%) and mathematically calculated as,

\[ CA = \frac{\text{No.of data correctly clustered}}{\text{Total No.of data}} \times 100 \]  

(4)

From equation (11), the clustering accuracy of weather forecasting is estimated with respect to a different number of weather data. When the clustering accuracy is higher, the model is said to be more efficient.

Sample calculation:

- **CF-ANFIS**: number of data correctly clustered is 826 and the total number of data is 1000. Then clustering accuracy is obtained as follows,

\[ CA = \frac{826}{1000} \times 100 = 82.6\% \]  

(5)

- **K-means Clustering**: number of data accurately grouped is 815 and the total number of data is 1000. Then clustering accuracy is estimated as follows,

\[ CA = \frac{815}{1000} \times 100 = 81.5\% \]  

(6)

- **IGAEM**: number of data exactly grouped is 888 and the total number of data is 1000. Then clustering accuracy is determined as follows,

\[ FSA = \frac{888}{1000} \times 100 = 88.8\% \]  

(7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Data</th>
<th>Clustering Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CF-ANFIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Tabulation Result of Clustering Accuracy

For measuring clustering accuracy during processes of weather prediction, IGAEM Model is executed in Java Language with dissimilar number of data in the range of 1000-10000. The clustering accuracy results of IGAEM Model are compared with traditional two methods namely CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] to analyze the performance of proposed technique. When conducting an experimental evaluation using 5000 numbers of data from Atlantic hurricane database, IGAEM Model obtains 94 % clustering accuracy whereas state-of-the-art works CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] acquires 89 % and 84 % respectively. From that, it is significant that the clustering accuracy using proposed IGAEM Model is higher for future cyclone prediction than the existing methods [1], [2]. The performance result analysis of clustering accuracy is presented in below. Figure 3 demonstrates the impacts of clustering accuracy using three methods namely CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] and IGAEM Model. As exposed in Figure 3, the proposed PBH-SRKEC Technique attains higher clustering accuracy to discover future weather conditions effectively when compared to existing CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2].
This is because of application of IGAEMC on the contrary to conventional works where it employed gradient ascent method to find maximum expected log likelihood probability.

![Figure 3 Measurements of Clustering Accuracy Vs Different Number of Data](image)

With help of determined maximum expected log likelihood probability result, IGAEM Model accurately clusters the more similar weather data together in a particular cluster. This assists for IGAEM Model to increase ratio of number of weather data that are correctly clustered as compared to existing works. Therefore, IGAEM Model enhances the clustering accuracy by 7 % and 10 % as compared to CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] respectively.

### B. Performance Result of Clustering Time

Clustering Time \(CT\) determines the amount of time taken for grouping weather data in a big dataset. The clustering time is estimated in terms of milliseconds (ms) which obtained using below mathematical representation.

\[
CT = n \times T(\text{CSWD})
\]  

(8)

From equation (12), the amount of time needed for weather data clustering is estimated. Here, \(n\) point outs the number of data in big weather dataset whereas \(T(\text{CSWD})\) represents the time employed for single weather data clustering. When the clustering time is lower, the model is said to be more effective.

#### Sample calculation:

- **CF-ANFIS**: time taken for clustering single weather data is 0.031 and the total number of data is 1000. Then clustering time is estimated as follows, 
  
  \[
  CT = 1000 \times 0.031 = 31 \text{ ms}
  \]  

  (9)

- **K-means Clustering**: time required for clustering single weather data is 0.034 and the total number of data is 1000. Then clustering time is calculated as follows, 
  
  \[
  CT = 1000 \times 0.034 = 34 \text{ ms}
  \]  

  (10)

- **IGAEM**: time used for clustering single weather data is 0.027 and the total number of data is 1000. Then clustering time is obtained as follows, 
  
  \[
  CT = 1000 \times 0.027 = 27 \text{ ms}
  \]  

  (11)

#### Table 2 Tabulation Result of Clustering Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Data</th>
<th>Clustering Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CF-ANFIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compute clustering time involved during process of weather data clustering, IGAEM Model is implemented in Java Language with a diverse number of data in the range of 1000-10000. The clustering time using IGAEM Model is compared with existing two methods namely CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2]. When carried out an experimental process using 6000 numbers of data from Atlantic hurricane database, IGAEM Model takes 49 ms clustering time whereas state-of-the-art works CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] utilizes 72 ms and 90 ms respectively. Thus, it is expressive that the clustering time using proposed IGAEM Model is lower for finding future cyclone effectively when compared to existing methods [1], [2].

The experimental result analysis of clustering time is depicted in below.

![Figure 4 Measurements of Clustering Time Vs Different Number of Data](image)
This supports for IGAEM Model take lower amount of time for clustering big weather data in input data set when compared to traditional works. Hence, IGAEM Model minimizes the clustering time by 25 % and 36 % as compared to CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] respectively.

C. Experimental Result of False Positive Rate

The False Positive Rate \( (FPR) \) is evaluated as the ratio of number of weather data that are incorrectly clustered to the total number of data taken as input. The false positive rate is determined in terms of percentage (%) and expressed as,

\[
FPR = \frac{\text{No. of data incorrectly clustered}}{\text{Total No. of data}} \times 100 \tag{12}
\]

From equation (12), the false positive rate of weather data clustering is calculated with respect to diverse number of weather data. When the false positive rate is minimal, the model is said to be more effective.

Sample calculation:

- **CF-ANFIS**: number of data wrongly clustered is 174 and the total number of data is 1000. Then false positive rate is formulated as follows,

\[
CA = \frac{174}{1000} \times 100 = 17 \% \tag{13}
\]

- **K-means Clustering**: number of data inaccurately clustered is 185 and the total number of data is 1000. Then false positive rate is obtained as follows,

\[
CA = \frac{185}{1000} \times 100 = 19 \% \tag{14}
\]

- **IGAEM**: number of data inactively grouped is 112 and the total number of data is 1000. Then false positive rate is estimated as follows,

\[
F5A = \frac{112}{1000} \times 100 = 11 \% \tag{14}
\]

### Table 3 Tabulation Result of False Positive Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Data</th>
<th>False Positive Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CF-ANFIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7000</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to measure false positive rate of data clustering for effective weather prediction, IGAEM Model is implemented in Java Language with a different number of data in the range of 1000-10000. The false positive rate results using IGAEM Model is compared with existing two methods namely CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2]. When accomplishing an experimental process using 7000 numbers of data from Atlantic hurricane database, IGAEM Model gets 11 % false positive rate whereas state-of-the-art works CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] obtains 14 % and 17 % respectively. From that, it is descriptive that the false positive rate using proposed IGAEM Model is minimal for accurately carried out cyclone forecasting when compared to existing methods [1], [2]. The result analysis of false positive rate is demonstrated in below.

![Figure 5 Measurements of False Positive Rate Vs Different Number of Data](image)

Figure 5 describes the impacts of false positive rate using three methods namely CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] and IGAEM Model. As shown in Figure 5, the proposed IGAEM Model obtains minimal false positive rate for weather prediction when compared to existing CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2]. This is due to usage of IGAEMC in proposed IGAEM Model. The IGAEMC improves clustering performance with aid of gradient ascent method. Thus, IGAEM Model efficiently clusters the similar weather data together without any error. This support for IGAEM Model to minimizes ratio of number of weather data that are incorrectly clustered as compared to existing works. Therefore, IGAEM Model decreases the false positive rate by 38 % and 46 % as compared to CF-ANFIS [1] and K-means clustering [2] respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

An effective IGAEM Model is intended with goal of acquiring higher clustering accuracy and minimal time for weather prediction. The goal of IGAEM Model is attained with aid of Iterative Gradient Ascent Expected Maximization Clustering (IGAEMC).
The algorithmic processes of IGAEMC, IGAEM Model achieves higher accuracy for weather data clustering when compared to traditional works. Thus, IGAEM Model effectively performs weather prediction process when compared to state-of-the-art works. The performance of IGAEM Model is tested with the metrics such as, clustering accuracy and clustering time and false positive rate using Atlantic hurricane database and compared with existing works. With the experimental conducted for IGAEM Model, it is expressive that clustering accuracy is higher for grouping weather data when compared to conventional works. The experimental results illustrate that IGAEM Model provides better performance with the reduction of clustering time for effective weather forecasting as compared to existing works.
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